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Abstract
Shifting library catalogs from physical to digital has come at a cost. Catalog records no
longer leave traces of their own evolution, which is a loss for librarianship. The subjective nature of
information classification warrants self-examination, within which we may see the evolution of
practice, debates over attribution and relevance, and how culture is reflected in the systems used to
describe it. Wikipedia models what is possible: revision histories and discussion pages function as
knowledge generators. A list of unanswerable questions for the modern catalog urges us to
construct a new, forward-thinking bibliography that allows us to look backward.
Key words: library catalogs, catalog design, historical analysis, revision history,
classification systems
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Introduction
The ability to “read” the evolution of library catalog records can contribute significantly to
the work of historians, librarians, and other scholars in the social sciences and the humanities. A
catalog entry that records its own history can provide insight into how the resource it represents
has been contextualized and characterized. Sadly, the current form of the humble library catalog
renders such a record irretrievable.
After a discussion of the subjective and occasionally-controversial nature of cataloging, this
paper uses the example of Wikipedia to touch on the kinds of analyses that are enabled when
information surrogates record their own history. This is contrasted with the limited possibilities
arising from the current form of catalog records. A final exploration of questions we cannot answer
using today’s library catalog implores us to consider its reinvention.

Background
The first law of library science, according to Ranganathan, is that books are for use.1 Before
use, however, there is discovery: a vast collection of books and other materials is useless unless
people are empowered to locate items of interest. Accordingly, cataloging is a critical practice
within the field of librarianship.
The work of catalogers has been user-centered since the 19th century. Charles Ammi
Cutter’s basic rules for book cataloging, published in 1876, deliberately placed the human being up
front. Cutter ordered that catalogs should enable users to find books according to author, title,
subject or character.2 Thorough descriptions of resources should make them easy to discover, and
Cutter’s guideline seems straightforward, but a closer look betrays that perception. What do the
words subject and character mean, and from whose perspective should they be applied? In other
words: who is the user? Surprisingly, even Cutter and Ranganathan differed on the definition and
application of these terms. Unsurprisingly, debate on the topic has never subsided.3
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Some outside the field of Library and Information Studies (LIS) may think of resource
descriptions as objective but, as the previously-mentioned debate suggests, they rarely are. Ask ten
catalogers to describe the “aboutness” of a book, and you’ll likely get eight different responses.4
Buckland5 adds complexity to the scope of subjectivity with his consideration of subject
classification’s temporal character. He outlines tensions inherent in the practice, noting that
catalogers must keep one eye trained on the past (to connect new information to existing
discourse) and one eye focused on the future (to anticipate the needs and questions of those who
seek information). According to Buckland, the work of library classification is fundamentally
problematic: subjects are assigned “in the present” but language, context, and culture continue to
evolve after the assignment is made. New names emerge and classification boundaries shift. The
social acceptability of terms is variable, and terms once thought to be descriptive (simple examples:
“negro” and “Rogues and vagabonds see also Gypsies”) can become offensive or inappropriate.
In addition to being subjective, though, the work of cataloging is politically situated. This
idea is explored in depth by Bowker & Star,6 who assert that all classification systems—in LIS and
elsewhere—bear the marks of differing world views and bureaucratic struggles. As a simple
example, they point to a business directory in California that moved Alcoholics Anonymous from
“rehabilitation” to “emergency services:” as attitudes towards alcoholism have shifted in Western
culture, the classification of the illness has followed suit.
Scholars like Bowker, Star, and Buckland urge us to think critically about the definition and
application of library classification systems: humanities-focused studies of how these systems are
defined and applied have clear value. To shed light on the implementation of catalogs, then, a
scholar might examine the evolution of cataloging rules or study the discourse that takes place
within the field.7 Another opportunity, however, lies in the suggestion to read the output of the
classification process. These types of analyses can tease out context in philosophical, political, and
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social arenas.8 This suggestion sparks interest and evokes possibilities, but a casual look at the
modern catalog reveals that almost none of this kind of reading can be done.
The remainder of this paper argues that the library catalog should be armed with the tools
for enhancing historical literacy and suggests mechanisms that can forge these tools. But first: let us
explore an example that bemoans our irreversible move to digital cataloging.

An Example in Analog
An invaluable paper from 20129 demonstrates how analysis of catalog records can shed
light on old contexts and controversies. In it, Katharine Whaite examines the evolution of
descriptions and classifications of Thomas Bell’s A Monograph of the Testudinata,10 which was later
published under the title Tortoises, Terrapins and Turtles, drawn from life in 1872.11 Whaite’s
investigation was enabled by the presence of a tool from a now-bygone era—physical catalog
cards—allowing her to examine everything from typed content notes to handwritten updates on
the cards’ margins.
Her analysis illustrates variations in how lithographic plates and other aspects of
authorship were attributed, how catalogers focused on different aspects of the work to better-suit
their audiences (scientists, for example, as opposed to members of the general public), and how the
books were eventually cross-referenced as variant expressions of the same work. The subjective
activity of catalogers can be seen in the traces of catalog records, and Whaite’s analysis draws a
picture of how these workers told the story of the book in the ways they described it. Summarizing,
Whaite writes:
Investigating a catalogue as one would a text can be extremely rewarding,
and provide information about users, librarians, collections, libraries and
institutions, as well as shed light on how those entities interact with each other.12
Put another way, the ability to see a resource reflected in its surrogates is to give that
resource perspective: on itself, on its context, and on the culture that interprets it.
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Sadly, the last physical catalog cards were printed in 2015. The OCLC press release that
made the announcement also claimed that “digital library networks” can now connect people to the
world’s knowledge.13 Though the claim is not false, the loss of the physical catalog evokes more
than mere nostalgia. The digital records that have replaced paper cards exhibit far more fragility
than their analog predecessors. Not only can local copies of digital catalog records be easily lost, but
updates and changes to them leave no trace of what was removed or the rationale for the alteration.
This is a critical design flaw, and an existing system can be used to demonstrate what our current
digital catalog records lack.

Wikipedia: Leading by Example
Many modern text and source code management systems feature the ability to view and
restore previous versions of digital records. An illustration of revision control as a site of qualitative
analysis can be drawn with an example from one of the Internet’s most popular web sites:
Wikipedia.
Zoë Quinn’s 2013 indie game, Depression Quest, collided with right-wing tweets and media
zealotry to create Gamergate in 2014.14 The debate raged across the Internet, leading to credible
real-world threats to the lives of several prominent female gaming industry professionals. No less
controversial was the Wikipedia page for “Gamergate Controversy,”15 which mirrored the greater
debate as article editors struggled to document the event with non-contentious framing and
language.
Noting that the volume and frequency of edits to the Wikipedia page’s content would have
made manual analysis almost impossible,16 Flock et. al. relied on data mining algorithms and
multiple visualization tools to analyze the evolution of “Gamergate Controversy.” These
mechanisms filter Wikipedia’s detailed change tracking information, presenting information in
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Figure 1a: WhoVIS editor-to-editor interactions for Wikipedia's “Gamergate Controversy” article, summarizing
exchanges from revisions 1 to 97.

Figure 1b: WhoVIS editor-to-editor interaction details allow users to trace detailed discussions between editors
about revisions to Wikipedia articles.
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graphs of editor-to-editor interactions, making it easy to trace disagreements over
particular pieces of text. By selecting a graph edge, users can see the debate two editors had about a
specific word or phrase. The tool also displays the relative volume of edits made by each author.
Together, these views help characterize the article’s contents by illustrating whose perspectives are
debated and whose are dominant. A second tool, Contropedia18 (Figure 2), uses colored overlays to
display portions of text that have been repeatedly edited, deleted, and re-added. A separate
dashboard view ranks these portions of text from most controversial to least19 and displays a
histogram of the frequency and volume of edits made to the text. Finally, WhoCOLOR20 (Figure 3)
uses colored overlays to highlight contributions made by individual authors.

Figure 2: Contropedia illustrates controversial Wikipedia article edits using colored overlays. Clicking on a colored
phrase allows users to trace the editor-to-editor debates related to each piece of content.
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Figure 3: WhoCOLOR highlights contributions to a Wikipedia article by author..

When combined, these tools enabled a close reading of the “Gamergate Controversy”
article’s mutations over time, allowing researchers to study the interaction of editors who
contributed to the article, the content over which they disagreed, and the eventual resolution of
those conflicts as the article matured and was moderated.
Wikipedia’s usefulness as a self-reflective tool is derived from features that digital library
catalogs do not have. These include:
•

View history: Every Wikipedia article stores a detailed record of previous versions
which can be viewed by anyone. Accessible, built-in tools allow for different
instances of articles to be compared so that changes over time can be examined. For
example, one instance of the word “gamer” had earlier incarnations as “gamer
community” and “gamer identity.”21

•

Talk pages: each Wikipedia article has an associated discussion page where debates
related to the content of an article may take place. In situations where the content of
an article is contested, the discussion in these spaces is vigorous and can provide
insight into the resolution of differences related to content, tone, use of sources, and
more. Like article pages, “talk” pages store revision history.
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Edit summary: Each edit to a Wikipedia article requires a brief summary that
describes the change being made, adding contextual information through editors’
expressed rationale. For example, edits of the phrase video game culture on the
“Gamergate Controversy” page include reasoning like “those that use the gamer
identity are a subset of gaming culture, so it’s more accurate to use subculture”22
and “it’s not a movement, but it’s unquestionably a group.”23

•

User pages: Every Wikipedia contributor is free to create a personal profile page
that may include personal interests, information on articles created or edited,
awards and achievements, and more. These pages also store edit history.

•

User contributions: Contributions from each article editor are tracked across
Wikipedia, including the number and scope of edits made on every article that they
have altered.

•

Open data: All of Wikipedia’s stored data is “open” by default, accessible to anyone
with an interest in its content. Of course, this accessibility extends to making
contributions to new or existing articles.

The list of features outlined above is not exhaustive. Wikipedia also provides access to its
data through open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs); these allow community members to
supplement the site with new features that were not envisioned by Wikipedia’s designers. For
example, thousands of external tools and bots24 have been created to automate minor edits and
corrections, detect and deal with vandalism, and provide contextual links between articles.
Visualization tools like WhoCOLOR take advantage of these APIs.25
Wikipedia’s functionality benefits from its launch in 2001,26 when revision control systems
for text were already well established. By contrast, the first electronic catalog debuted in 1971,27
nearly commensurate with the first experiments in data networking that would later evolve into
the Internet.28 Had the digital library catalog been created later, in the age of open source UNIX
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systems and multi-site, collaborative software development, its design might have taken advantage
of text-processing and change management tools that are now commonplace in systems that
manage digital data and source code. The creation of tools like diff enabled a revolution in revision
control for software systems, saving space and processing time by storing a list of changes to a file,
rather than multiple copies of the file itself.29 The economy of computation and storage provided by
these tools has made them implicit in the design of modern data management systems, and one of
Wikipedia’s strengths comes from the features afforded by the way it stores and manages text.
Can the same model of openness and revision tracking be applied to library catalogs? Dare
we rebuild the engine from scratch? We should imagine a world in which the library catalog—
generally viewed as a secondary source—can serve as a primary source for information about
bibliographic debates and the contexts in which they occur. First, however, let’s explore what is
possible in this domain now.

The open catalog: a positive move
Fortunately, one aspect of Wikipedia’s design—openness—has begun to creep into some
areas of the digital catalog. Many libraries have opened up their catalog records for public use,30
enabling some forms of data mining and analysis. Before outlining what can be done with this open
data, two pieces of background information are salient.
First, cataloging is highly cooperative. Libraries share their records with one another to
reduce the work required to describe resources. In this paradigm, “master” catalog records are
drawn from central databases like The Online Computer Library Centre’s (OCLC) WorldCat and are
then altered or supplemented with local information. The nature of the collaborative cataloging
effort also means that catalog records can be modified and resubmitted to the master catalog by
libraries that have the appropriate access.31
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Second, catalog record data has historically been stored in MARC (MAchine-Readable
Cataloging) format, which encodes cataloging information into a combination of fixed-length and
variable-length fields. The standard was originally created in 1965 as a machine-readable encoding
for punch-paper tape,32 but it has evolved over time. Though there is a gradual push towards RDA
(Resource Description and Access) format for bibliographic records, the same field-value paradigm
is used, RDA remains tightly integrated with MARC 21,33 and many libraries still use the MARC
format.
The open catalog data that some libraries publish use the MARC format and bear the marks
of some of librarianship’s cooperative cataloging work. The Harvard University Library catalog34 is
one such source of this data. For the purposes of exploration, roughly three million catalog records
were extracted from this collection to explore some possible analyses. Since the work in this section
is experimental, based on a subset of the full catalog, it should not be assumed to reflect the true
character of the Harvard Library’s collection.
Some assessment of catalog quality, defined by measuring the accuracy or completeness of
catalog entries, can easily be performed with this type of data; in fact, this type of assessment is
already common.35 Other distant-analysis possibilities for aggregated bibliographic records are
possible, however, and a few examples have been visualized.
Figure 4 represents the distribution of Library of Congress top-level subject categories
across the selected record set, showing that Philosophy (B), the Social Sciences (H) and Languages
and Literature (P) are dominant knowledge categories. Analyses of this type may be used to infer
areas of institutional specialization in original cataloging, or to characterize a library’s collection
based on the shelf classifications of its holdings. In a limited way, this can be done at large scale:
Figure 5 splits out the top-level classification of Harvard records according to a selection of libraries
listed as a record’s original cataloger. This view evinces patterns at a multi-institutional level: note,
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cataloging under the “Medicine” classification.

Figure 4: Distribution of top-level LCSH categories across a subset of the
Harvard Library catalog's open bibliographic data set.
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Figure 5: Separating top-level LCSH classifications according to the original
cataloger field (MARC 040 subfield a) illuminates patterns of subject specialization
within individual library cataloging practices.

The presence of cataloging institution data in MARC records is worth noting, since it is one
of the few insights into revision history that the format allows. A library that creates an original
catalog record may, optionally, stamp its identity into MARC field 040; evidence of subsequent
revisions to the record can be marked with the addition of “modifying cataloger” values. The
optional nature of this field makes its use inconsistent, and there is no way to know when a revision
was made or the content that was affected, but some inferences about cataloging practices can be
drawn from examining this data.
Figure 6 is a filtered graph of data from the 040 field,36 outlining the connections between
institutions that create and modify catalog records. Node sizes are governed by the number of
records created or modified by an institution, and links between nodes connect institutions that
have created a record to the ones that have modified that record. The dominance of the Library of
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Congress (node “dlc”) is clear, as is the prevalence of OCLC-related entities (“oclcq” et. al.).
Loopbacks (nodes linking back to themselves) are evident for some institutions, meaning that these
libraries are editing their own records. This graph only hints at explorations that may be possible: a
more rigorous analysis of this type could partially-characterize the nature and distribution of
cataloging work, providing insight into the constitution of libraries’ collaborations on resource
description. Even more could be done if data were consistent and complete.
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Figure 6: A graph of connections between original and modifying cataloger data from MARC field 040 suggests that,
aside from a small number of dominant cataloging organizations, the work of catalogers is distributed quite evenly between
cataloging institutions.

People who work with rare books and special collections understand the value of recording
provenance for items: this information facilitates rich exploration by scholars of literature, history,
and bibliography. However, it would be ideal if this information were tracked implicitly, as it is
done on Wikipedia, rather than requesting librarians document changes themselves. An implicit
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approach, rather than an optional one, results in the storage of revision information without
additional labor on the part of catalogers. Rare book librarians would agree that a manual system of
change tracking cannot suffice: it has been shown that, outside the scope of rare books and special
collections, many librarians do not maintain provenance records for books, and even fewer inscribe
this information into catalog records.37 Imagine what would be possible if full revision history, of
the kind offered by Wikipedia, were stored as part of the bibliographic record.

What Could Be
The breadth and complexity of tools created for analysis of Wikipedia matches the scope
and scale of system itself: the most popular articles are edited more than 1000 times per month,38
and the text of English language articles would fill almost 2800 volumes of the Encyclopedia
Britannica.39 Even though WorldCat’s collection of more than 440 million bibliographic records is
supplemented with new information every two seconds,40 the wholesale importation of Wikipedia’s
editing and revision tracking capability may seem an immense effort for minimal benefit. Yet:
though the English Wikipedia collection consists of more than 5.8 million articles, less than one
tenth of one percent of those have been edited more than 100 times.41 This pattern is mirrored in
the Harvard catalog records examined in the previous section: most are seldom-edited, and the
most contentious record’s MARC 040 field was altered only seven times. However, the records used
in this cursory exploration represent some of the oldest in the Harvard University catalog.
Wikipedia’s article editing pattern and the “Gamergate Controversy” article suggest that more
recent records, related to more controversial subjects, may warrant an investment in new catalog
features as a result of the questions they evoke. Take, for example, Bob Woodward’s controversial
2018 book, Fear: Trump in the White House, whose MARC record has been altered 35 times in its
first year.42 No traces exist for the nature or reasoning of these edits. Imagine the analysis future
librarians and historians could perform if individual revisions could be traced using a visual tool
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like Contropedia, or if the rationale for each change had been recorded? What value might we
extract with a minimal implementation of Wikipedia-like features?
Near the end of Katherine Whaite’s article on A Monograph of the Testudinata, she writes
that “what becomes clear is that the catalogue does not just run alongside the history of the library,
or the institution the library is part of, but is part of it and helps to shape it.”43 Her observation
invites us to imagine what the catalog, supported by basic revision control features, may teach us
about the practice of librarianship and the greater culture in which it is situated. The remainder of
this section outlines some of those possibilities.
Cataloging Revisions and Changes to Cataloging Rules
As was noted earlier, the standards and rules for cataloging have evolved over time.44 In
addition to reflecting shifts in how we think about information, these changes have been driven by
increased pressure to minimize the cost of developing descriptions for resources.45 Librarians must
grapple with the application of “minimal” and “maximum” catalog rules46 in addition to the shifting
sea of standards and formats.47 Current cataloging mechanisms do not allow us to assess the impact
of these shifts within the practice of librarianship. Full revision control for catalog entries would
allow us to explore key questions such as these:
1. How has the balance of full and minimal cataloging entries changed over time? Is
there a link between this shift and the increasing resource pressures placed on
libraries and their funders?
2. How have shifting catalog rules affected the ways in which resources are described?
3. Can historical revisions of catalog records be conflated to provide more robust
information about a resource?
4. When and where have librarians “broken the rules” to describe a resource,48 and
how might these intentional fractures inform the evolution of cataloging rules?
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5. How have catalog records themselves shifted (i.e. have full records been stripped, to
minimize them, or is there a trend towards iteratively adding to records over time)?
Controversies over Content or Authorship
There are many situations where authorship or subject classification for works has been
altered as a result of new information. F. K. Donnelly cites numerous examples:49 how should we reclassify material that is discovered to be a forgery (such as The Protocols of the Elders of Zion) or a
false memoir (such as James Frey’s A Million Little Pieces)? What of work that has been
scientifically-debated (such as resources about creationism) or affected by a contested
representation of identity (such as the works of Joseph Boydon)?50
Donnelly advocates for flexibility in the assignment of terms by topic or discipline but
stresses that there is no framework for debates of this nature among librarians and their
communities.51 One response to this concern is the “talk page” functionality provided by Wikipedia
and its ability to record article editors’ notes in the “edit summary” field. In other words, the catalog
itself can serve as Donnelly’s framework.
Issues with Subject Classification
Under Library of Congress classification systems (and related ones, like Sears, MeSH, etc.)
predetermined, controlled-vocabulary terms are used to describe materials by subject. As language,
culture, and context shift, terms may become inaccurate or offensive. LIS practitioners are
constantly embroiled in these debates, and one recent case serves as an example of how farreaching the debate may become.
The term “illegal aliens,” created as a standard subject heading by the Library of Congress in
1980,52 is controversial. As early as 2012 the Applied Research Center (now known as Race
Forward) began a campaign to have the term eliminated,53 and in 2014 a group of students from
Dartmouth College petitioned the Library of Congress to use alternate terms to describe people
residing in America illegally. Both groups claimed the existing term was imprecise and offensive.54
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In March 2016 the Library of Congress agreed and decided to transition to the use of “noncitizens”
and “unauthorized immigration,”55 but this provoked a political backlash. Two months later the
House of Representatives passed a funding bill that ordered the Library of Congress to continue the
use of the existing term.56 In a mirror of Wikipedia’s coverage of the Gamergate controversy, an
examination of the history and use of “illegal aliens” in library catalog records could add context to
the debate. A cursory search of WorldCat shows 4,391 titles that have the subject term assigned,57
but current cataloging systems do not allow us to ask questions like:
1. What terms were used to describe these materials before 1980?
2. How long did it take for the current term to be applied to existing items? Did
librarians struggle with its application or refuse to apply it in some cases?
3. What terms have been co-located or cross-referenced with “illegal aliens” and how
have those terms changed over time?
4. What other patterns exist for publishers, authors, and libraries that have applied the
term to their materials?
The “illegal aliens” example is recent and represents pressure from the general community,
but subject classification controversies have also roiled within the LIS profession. Perhaps the most
prominent activist in this area is Sanford Berman, who has engaged in a career-long fight with the
Library of Congress over subject terms that he feels do not reflect contemporary English usage.58 He
keeps a scorecard of his subject classification victories, which include the addition of terms like
“makerspaces,” “krumping,” and “intersexuality.”59 Other scholars have examined the availability of
queer subjects,60 the use of terms like “east indians”61 and the development of methods to betterdescribe indigenous people in libraries and archives.62 The work of Sanford Berman and other
scholars should be supported by the ability to examine and analyze the representation of these
subjects in the history of the catalog itself.
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Conclusion
The library catalog has transitioned from analog to digital and has lost itself along the way.
Analyses that were possible with physical catalog cards can no longer be performed, and tools that
process digital records leave no traces of the information they add, remove, or update.
But what of it? If the digital revolution has served LIS and its catalog for 40 years without
revision history and change tracking, do we need it at all? In one sense, the cataloging tension
described by Buckland has been resolved: since we cannot easily look into the past, we can more
easily extrapolate the future by iterating on the present. However, this is not economy: it is willful
blindness.
Katharine Whaite’s 2012 study of physical catalog cards and Flock et. al.’s explorations of
controversial material on Wikipedia illuminate what is possible. In the traces of our own work as
stewards of human knowledge we can see our evolution reflected. The range of questions and
challenges facing LIS—which mirror and reverberate the questions faced by society as a whole—
demand attention. We need not look far to see a model for the mirror we need, so let’s extend what
we’ve done to catalog records to the catalog’s engine: delete it and start fresh.
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